This article examines the effects of non-normality as measured by skewness and provides an alternative method of designing individuals control chart with non-normal distributions. A skewness correction method for constructing the individuals control chart is provided. An example of thickness of biscuit process is presented to illustrate the individuals control chart limits.
Introduction
Statistical methods provide many useful applications in industrial process control. One of them is the control charts method, used to detect the occurrence of assignable causes in industry, presented by Shewhart in 1924. The Shewhart control charts are based on the assumption of the distribution of the quality characteristic is normal or approximately normal.
The setting of the control limits to utilize on a control chart assumes the assumption of normality. However, in many situations, this condition does not hold. There are numerous studies on the control charts when the underlying distribution is non-normal. Burr (1967) Control limits for median, range, scale, and location charts for the Weibull distribution have been developed, and they match Shewhart's assumption for samples of four or more; normal theory is satisfactory. There has been a suggestion to use a weighted variance method based on the semivariance approximation, and asymmetric control chart limits for the x and R charts are available. The geometric midrange and geometric range charts has also been studied for a lognormal population. An arcsin transformation to transform a binomial variable into a normal one has been suggested.
Also, Bai and Choi (1995) proposed a heuristic weighted variance method with no assumption on the form of the distribution. Another approach for non-normality is considered using some transformed Q statistics which are the standard normal or approximately normal. Others chose to transform the data in order to make them quasi-normal, or used systems of the distributions as a general tool for transforming the data to normality.
In this study, the application of generalized Burr and Weibull distributions are demonstrated. First, non-normality and the assumption of the normal are mentioned. Second, the skewness method formulas for an individual control chart, when the distribution of the data is non-normal, is proposed. Third, a data set is illustrated as an example at the application study. Finally, the results of the studies are presented.
Methodology

Non-Normality
The assumption of normality means that the probability density function of the quality characteristic X has to be normal or approximately normal. However, this assumption may not be tenable. In many situations, there may be reason to doubt the validity of the normality assumption. For instance, the distribution of measurements from chemical processes or observations of lifetimes are often skewed. If the measurements are really normally distributed, the statistic x is also normally distributed. If the measurements are asymmetrically distributed, the statistic x will be approximately normally distributed only when the sample size n is sufficiently large (the central limit theorem).
However, the sample size n is usually chosen according to the sampling cost. Therefore, if the sample size n is not sufficient and the measurements are not normally distributed, then using the Shewhart control charts for constructing the control limits may reduce the ability of detecting the assignable causes of the control chart. In order to compute the control chart constants, Weibull and Burr distributions are chosen, because they represent a wide variety of shapes as parameters change.
The Burr Distribution
Burr proposed new x charts based on non-normality by using the Burr distribution to modify the usual symmetrical control limits. He developed the tables for constructing the modified control charts. He tabulated the expected value, standard deviation, skewness coefficient, and kurtosis coefficient of the Burr distribution for various combinations of c and q. The user can make a standardized transformation between a Burr variate (Y) and another random variate (X) by these tables. The Burr system covers a wide and important range of the standardized third and fourth central moments and can be used to fit a wide variety of practical data distributions. 
The Weibull Distribution
The Weibull distribution is very flexible, and by appropriate selection of the parameters, the distribution can assume a wide variety of shapes. It is used extensively in reliability engineering as a model of time failure for electronic devices. The CDF of the Weibull' s distribution is (2) where λ and β are the scale and shape parameters, respectively.
The Individuals Control Chart
The individuals control chart, which may also be used to observe the magnitude of skewness, is used to find and remove the assignable causes quickly from the process if the sampling is possible, although x -R or x -s control charts can be constructed for the same situations.
The Process Distribution and the Parameters are Known Let x 1 , x 2 , ...x n be a sample from a process distribution whose mean is μ and standard deviation σ is known. The proposed the individuals control chart based on Skewness Correction ( I sc Chart) and the individuals control chart based on Shewhart (I s Chart) methods are: 
Here, the user can also take the nearest k 3 value from 
Results
The measurement of the thickness of biscuit was obtained at a random time from a process line in a factory. ISO 9002 Quality Assurance System is applied in this factory. If a comparison is made between the control limits constructed by two methods, it may be said that for n=5, the range of control limits have expanded but for n=7 the range between the control limit have not changed.
On the other hand, based on an analysis of skewness correction method, it is estimated that for n=5 with x =14,599, R =0, 74 from the For the set of data, the sample skewness =0, 67 and kurtosis=0, 64 coefficients are estimated, the tables given in Burr (1942) may be used to obtain the mean and the standard deviation of the corresponding Burr distribution. Then the data set may be described by the Burr distribution with the parameters c=3 and k=4. Table 1 . For the data set, the sample skewness = 0,484 and kurtosis = 0,384 coefficients are estimated, the tables given in Burr (1942) may be used to obtain the mean and the standard deviation of the corresponding Burr distribution. Then, the data set may be described by the Burr distribution with the parameters c=3 and k=6. If a comparison is made between the control limits constructed by two methods, it may be stated that for n=5 and n=7, the range of control limits have expanded. Differing from the Weibull distribution's results for n=7, the Burr distribution's results are not satisfactory.
Conclusion
The development of the skewness correction method for the individuals control charts when the distribution of the data is non-normal has been illustrated. The function used here depends on Chan and Cui's (2003) model. The Burr and the Weibull distributions are applied to derive the control limits. An example of the biscuit thickness process is presented to illustrate the individuals control chart. For n = 5, the individuals control chart limits obtained by the skewness correction method are larger than the limits of Shewhart method. However, for n = 7, when the data set is Weibull distributed, there is no difference between the two limit's values. There is a difference when the distribution of the data set is Burr distributed. In other words, for the Burr distributed data for n = 7, the limits in question are expanded for both methods.
In this study, according to the control charts which are compared, when the distribution of the data set is Weibull, the individuals control chart limits calculated by the skewness correction method are close to individuals control chart limits calculated by the Shewart method for the larger values of sample size n. Hence, if the data set is Weibull distributed, researchers may use individuals control chart with skewness correction instead of Shewhart individuals control chart.
